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Abstract: Environmental sandy construction is seeking about innovation, uniqueness substantive, symmetrical and congeniality with the scene. It applies zero-time substances (earth, water, air, and fire) in addition to the advantage of modernized technologies (smart and digital architecture) and re-revives the old models of conventional architectural techniques (contracts, domes). In order to find unorthodox solutions to interior configuration problems especially after physical disasters, the study highlights that it is remarkably critical to developing new intelligent solutions and atypical to the quandaries and requirements of interior design furniture by the concept of phenomenology, place, environment, and architecture.
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1. Introduction

The comprehensive rural areas, which comprise traditional, aesthetic, cultural heritage and essential resources districts are the origin concerning the establishment of a country and its foundation [1], [2], [3]. Environmental sandy construction adapts across environmental gradients [4], [5], [6]. Architectural and design creativity is characterized by seeking about originality, uniqueness substantive, formal and compatibility with the environment, which led to the emergence of new environmental cycle and its applied in the (Environmental sandy architecture). In order to achieve integration with everything that surrounds them and interact with responsive to environmental, humanitarian and
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design requirements reliance on zero-time materials (earth, water, air and fire) in addition to the use of state-of-art technologies and re-revive the old models of traditional architectural techniques (contracts, domes, inner courtyard). In order to find a relationship between it and the smart architecture and digital architecture, which seek to find unconventional solutions to interior design problems, study some of the various details of the sand construction techniques, how to use them in producing an internal designs integrated internally and externally, studied some pioneers of environmental architecture sand, study the feasibility of applying environmental architecture sand technique in Egypt, where was concluded that sand environmental architecture is one of the most important methods of energy and water conservation, as well as it implements a solution to the reconstruction after natural disasters, where it is necessary and extremely urgent to develop new rational solutions and atypical to the predicament and requirements of interior design furniture.

The importance of search

The study of the latest design theories and smart technology in environmental sandy architecture seeks to find unconventional solutions to the different problems of interior design.

- The development of new and rational solutions to the problems of a typical and the list of needs by seeking about originality and uniqueness substantive and formal with consistency and compatibility with the environmental surroundings;
- Monitor the most important contemporary architectural trends and thought architect who founded and which affected on designing of interior design.

No doubt that there are negative effects of the modern environment of buildings, for intense, depletion of resources, in the style of energy and water consumption, as well as in the production of waste and the bad health effects on the users of these buildings especially as a group they intimidate the continuity and the sustainability of civilized settlements. This prompted many professionals in the field of the environment and in the field of interior and architectural design to call for new ideas and design methods that value the environment and respects the right of future generations to a decent healthy life, and as a result of this integration between the environment and design environmental architecture emerged from ancient times and has changed their productions from one area to another. The objective of the construction is adjudicating to accommodate to the surrounding environment just because the man protects himself (examples: I. Eskimos architecture, for the prevention of snow, Fig. 1; II. Architecture mud villages of Egypt and Nubia (sandy), Fig. 2).

It is noted that each style expresses the extent adapted to its surroundings and architectural configuration is the largest crossing for the personal environment. The study sums up the definition of environmental architecture at some points:

1) Built environment that has functional efficiency, safety, health and comfort features;
2) Architecture that does not destroy the vital systems.
Architecture that keeps the recoverable resources of the entry into force of the ground, and given the importance of the link between architecture and the environment (environmental architecture) appeared terms of new science confirms this link and study it carefully, as ‘Architecture sandy environmental’.

Fig. 1. Houses Eskimos who relied only on ice cubes to reach a steadfast determination in the face of solid low temperatures

Fig. 2. Internal vacuum for one of the places in a manner based clay architecture
2. Environmental sandy architecture

Creative product architect - popularly mother or officially - adopts a line intellectually, individually or collectively developed an innovative linked in the physical phase analysis of functionalism and structural implications and possibilities through scientific and cultural determinants and traditional fixed and variable. This line intellectual achieves his goals as fit by the recipient responds to the cultural needs of internal and external spaces. The technical product sends technical and emotional feelings to a function of a business.

These goals and solutions determined by the creator. And he responds to the uniqueness of the activities, behavioral patterns, custom, ceremonies, and traditions of individuals.

In this creative process devise new rational solutions and atypical problems of the list of needs. And talented artist achieves fun aesthetic and emotional formality of the blocks and new spaces and are aligned with the environment. The results of creativity of design depend on three components are:

- first: the physical creativity (vocational);
- second: artistic creativity - the talent of creative and artistic fun for the recipient;
- third: intellectual creativity - product innovation - creative thought - an intellectual pleasure to the recipient.

Disadvantages of using technology based ‘environmental sandy architecture’ on two main elements:

- Cost: in developed countries, high due to lack of manpower and this leads to higher construction costs; in developing countries, in this way the building is already dirt cheap in terms of labor and sometimes the occupants of the place ever built for themselves in the future and this is the proposal are available for possible floods, which adversely affected by the phenomenon in Egypt;
- Safety: theft and vandalism are two problems (can be solved by the use of smart technology) techniques of ‘environmental sandy architecture’ in the internal and external spaces. Aftermath how to avoid construction sand technical flaws to gain access to the internal vacuum environment integrated design techniques ‘environmental sandy architecture’ will be discussed in the next lines.

3. The idea of design

There are several techniques for building sand, all characterized by the same technique, and some of the most common ways with its advantages and disadvantages.

3.1. Adobe mud

This is the more traditional images of the construction of Turabi in the United States, where dating back to several thousand years, as has been used for many hundreds of years before the Spanish settlers. As for the world, it could be this
technique has been used for more than ten thousand years old, were also present in all places in the early civilizations in Asia and Africa. The condition is indicated in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. Sand, water is the raw material to build a house in a way sandstone adobe](image)

3.2. Hollow brick compact mechanically compressed earth block

This method differs from the method of ‘adobe’ where this method is used to mix the dry piston brick components called piston Sinfa Cinga ram, (cheap and therefore can be of any building is having an expert) and reduce the size of the compression process dust and rearranges the sand particles to form more stable block of material. The condition is indicated in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4. The piston Sinfa used in mixing the components](image)

3.3. The cup of sand Cob

This Altaatguenih proceeded made from the former sand and brick explained, have parallels in all areas where the former is commonly used bricks. But it has traditionally been used in the British Isles site, hence derives its name and construction in a ‘cup Cob’ is an almost continuous process of ore processing operations and building walls. The condition is indicated in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

3.4. The sand pressed rammed Earth

This technique is the favorite for a long time as a way to build a multi-storey houses. It seems that China and France have the best traditions of building known for this style.
Construction process, as it can be seen in Fig. 7, are compressed earth through the work of a wooden or metal molds for walls and filled with a mixture of soil and cement are stable pressure from tapping using hand tools or through the use of a mechanical device stressful.

Fig. 5. Describes a method for the installation of ceiling

Fig. 6. Interest in interior design and the introduction of all fixtures in the design

Fig. 7. The design of the sand pressed Rammed Earth

3.5. Compressed sand and tires rammed Earth and tires

It has illustrated in Fig. 8 that the technique by using it as the basis for a system housing Earthship with the same concept of the design technique brick sand.
3.6. Clay brick high-quality super-adobe

In Fig. 9 this new style newly invented, and is one of the fruit of the architect, ‘Nader Khalaly’ Institute who works in California thinking although the origins of this method due to the construction methods of the sand used in the Middle East and other construction methods sandbagged created by enthusiasts SoftTec.

3.7. Straw pal Straw Bale

In Fig. 10 one of the very most famous techniques to green building techniques among supporters, and that in fact Kachteraa modern comparative unique in the United States as a general revolution genius in the nineteenth century.

The walls made of sand can leave without a layer of clay or put them out of this class. The final touches are necessary when using adobe unstable, as he has to be renewed frequently based on the damage caused by the conditions of annual flights. It can lend the finishing touches on the interior walls using a layer of clay, wax or clay mixed with honey; and unfinished buildings are covered with a thick layer of mud.
slurry from home and abroad and are supported plastic network. This is an important activity not only for appearance, but also because the material bags can damage quickly when exposed to UltraViolet (UV) as seen in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Sandstone bricks in the building where we see that he can leave the walls made of sand without a layer of clay or put them out of this class

4. Results

‘Dastan’ son ‘Khalili’ and the daughter of his sister are now implementing the idea and way of life through the arts and architecture dirt Institute, California. In this Institute are organizing workshops in which students do not have the know-how in the field of architecture to build houses of dirt where they learn how to build simple homes include only the most basic materials (soil, water and fire) and the most basic architectural forms (archways, domes and vaults), as part of a seminar spread over two days. And where the implementation of many of the designs from the beginning of exotic exquisite designs in which basements were made of mud brick, [7] and the end of minimalist design with domed buildings bags of sand, [8].

Extent of application determinants environmental sandy architecture in Egypt is respectively portioned as design using elements of nature, the use of architectural techniques to achieve this integration, and use of information technology.

1. The elements of nature include Sand, the sun, water, and wind. There are 1) sand: Desert ratio in Egypt 84% which makes Egypt the first countries in the world in the desert has space; 2) the sun: Egypt has the highest brightness of the sun in the world, including more than three thousand hours a year, and income from solar energy rate of $ 6/kilowatt hours per square meter per day on average throughout the year and the average of the different climatic zones in Egypt. The sun can be converted into electricity; 3) water: it can overcome this problem through the use of modern farming techniques and the exploitation of groundwater sources, including nuclear technology provided by the possibilities, as well as the provision of water from seawater analysis in coastal areas, through solar energy in the event of their development; 4) the wind: Wind Atlas Egypt scientifically accurate confirms the existence of sources of wind energy can be exploited (there are areas characterized by high wind speeds in the Eastern or Western Sahara);
The use of architectural techniques includes internal courtyard, contracts, domes, and Roof Garden;

3. Use of information technology comprise of electrical appliances and sensors.

From the previous scheme, it finds that ‘environmental sandy architecture projects’ can contribute to Fig. 12 improvement of Egypt’s economy through its contribution to the establishment of many of the other support projects including:

- Reconstruction projects: reconstruction desert in Egypt and establishment new cities with very little cost;
- Industrial projects: Establishment of desalination of sea water and groundwater stations (the coast of Western Sahara is a natural extension of Egypt’s future);
- Take advantage of intensity of the wind speed and the percentage of the sun’s brightness in clean electric power production and to establish integrated and self-sufficient urban communities.

*Fig. 12. Map of Egypt*

- Take advantage of the sun’s brightness ratio in clean electric power production where the air quality in the Egyptian deserts and lack of humidity increases the efficiency of utilization of solar energy (*Fig. 13*);
- Mining projects: variety;
- Agricultural projects: the trend to agriculture by raising community awareness of the culture of the desert to live with the desert environment and adapted it for sustainable development, where the different farming methods and the type of crops in desert areas for the Valley and Delta, which requires rehabilitation of agricultural, the use of experts in all fields for the rehabilitation of the human elements coexistence with the desert and adaptation of science and technology to achieve this goal;
- Tourism projects: Variety.
5. Discussion

The environmental sandy design aimed to achieve high system between the building and its vital surroundings so as achieve the integration with the environment. Besides, the paper has some important values as follows:

- Building sand environmental is building, which integrates with all that surrounds him and interacts with him unresponsive environmental requirements and the humanitarian and design based on zero-time materials (earth, water, air, and fire), through the use of modern technologies with reviving old models of traditional architectural techniques [9], [10].
- In implementation of the architecture made of sand are integrated primary elements (earth, water, fire) with the most famous architectural elements (Pointed contracts and domes);
- The internal vacuum for environmental sandy architecture is a cosmic no timetable vacuum combines between romance and rationality - Romantic, where integrates with all that surrounds him and interact with him unresponsive to environmental and humanitarian requirements and design with reviving the old models of traditional architectural technology, Rational by integrating modern technology and information technology;
- It might integrate an application on information technology for the trends in rainfall measures and the number of substantial rain events with continually rainfall quantities. A solar-powered electronic rainwater collector was extended with the emphasis on its remaining small-size, incompetent, and inexpensive for practice against wet dethronement monitoring network in environmental sandy architecture [11], [12].
- Architecture sandy environmental provide environmental solution for reconstruction after disasters that occur in infrastructure and human shelters where it is necessary and urgent to build a very self-help organization and emergency shelters;
Considerations of energy conservation and rationalization of consumption remain one of the key points that outweigh the environmental sandy buildings for its rationalization in the field of energy;

Technology of environmental sandy architecture is new where it integrated and consistent formally and functionally with different environments and models, but according to the ruling concept in every age;

There is a strong complementarity between information technology and construction technology as one of the factors affecting the formation of the features in the twenty-first century building (building the future);

Environmental vacuum sand (as a kind of intelligent vacuum) is based on two pillars, namely:
- First, determine the basic standards for the environment, which provides a wide range to choose the way of integration with the environment (natural elements, architectural styles) and thus gives the opportunity to apply to the real ideas of the designers on the ground;
- Second, multiple computer programs that make the actual applications of the theoretical ideas more easily and more cost-efficient than ever before.

6. Conclusions

It is important to state intervention models of these environmental sandy buildings within large national projects and state-sponsored institutions, but the right concept and developed it. Some conclusions are drawn as:

- The formation of an integrated research team covering all disciplines related to environmental sandy architecture (severe, information technology) to carry out a series of research and specialized studies to examine the possibilities and ways of technology ‘Environmental sandy architecture’ application in the contemporary domestic and extent of integration reality with the internal vacuum and prosecution all that is new in the intellectual revolutions and modern architectural schools;
- Interior designer must be familiarity with and design patterns foundations of environmental and identify successful experiences and global applications where it is located upon him the responsibility to reach sandy ecological design solutions to suit the nature of reality Egyptian architect contemporary sake of preserving the environment;
- Architect and interior designer must contact with modern science, systems and techniques and remains interactive and integrated to accommodate the potential of new technologies;
- Promote the exchange of information and experiences between universities in regard to the progress in the ‘environmental sandy architecture’ both on the scientific and academic process level or specialized student activities based on innovation in the composition of the internal design of the vacuum techniques;
- Open scientific disciplines fit in with the sand needs of the environment, especially in the field of renewable energies where it is necessary to use this...
clean energy (sand exploitation in solar panels industry as containing ‘silicon’ component, which is the primary ingredient in solar panels industry) to protect future generations next.
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